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Conference Date: 16(Mon)-19(Thu) November, 2020
Conference Venue: Osaka International Convention Center, Osaka, Japan
Conference Theme: “Advancing Technologies for Sustainable Development Goals to Transform Our World”
Headquarters Hotel: RIHGA Royal Hotel Osaka
Distinctiveness:

✓ Famous Tourist City in Japan
   Central part of Japan having 12M visitors per year
   Two times (1970 & 2025) coordinates EXPO
   G20 Osaka Summit 2019
   Good access to Kyoto, Nara, and Kobe
   Calm weather (10-18 °C in November)

✓ Well Experienced Organizing Team with Strong Supports
   60 IEEE conferences held in Japan on 2018 (COMPASAC2018, SMC2018, etc.)
   36 IEEE conferences planned in Japan on 2019 (ASPDAC2019, ISCAS2019, VLSI Symp 2019, etc.)
   In cooperation with local societies (IEICE, IEEJ, IPSJ, etc.)
Why Osaka?
Why Osaka?

The Heart of Japan
and not just geographically speaking!

Compact
All major convention facilities and hotels located right in the city center.

Convenient
Smooth connecting and direct international access with convenient public transportation.

Reasonable
An unbeatable accommodation selection in the safe and enjoyable city.

Experienced
Host of 1970 & 2025 EXPO, 2002 FIFA World Cup, 2019 Rugby World Cup, and 2019 G20 Summit

Comfortable
Famous “Osaka people” with warm hearted, humorous, folksy
Conference Venue
Osaka International Convention Center

- "Grand Cube": Multi-purpose convention facility located in Nakanoshima in the center of Osaka.
- 13+3 stories, 67,000m² floor area, 28 rooms including 2 big conference halls from 40 to 2,200 people.
- Successful coordination of many conferences including IEEE ones.
RIHGA Royal Hotel Osaka

One of Osaka’s most prestigious and renowned hotels, hosting numerous luminaries over its long history.

- The RIHGA Royal Hotel Osaka offers exquisite service steeped in over 80 years of tradition, and has been a favorite of both locals and tourists throughout its history. It’s located in a convenient hub for enjoying Umeda, Namba, Universal Studios Japan and other Osaka attractions, as well as sightseeing in Kyoto.
Access to Osaka
Convenient Air and Land Access available to Osaka

Three airports:
- 195 international flights/day, 25 countries, 84 cities
- 290 domestic flights/day

Shinkansen bullet train:
- 2hr22min to Tokyo, 2hr24min to Hakata (Fukuoka)
- train departs every 4min
Tourist Attractions
Tourist Attractions
SAVE THE DATES:
16-19 NOVEMBER, 2020

See you in OSAKA!!